and the k-th modulus of smoothness Clearly, the last quantity is a non-decreasing function of 5 
M(r) = max |g(z)| (z = x + iy). |z|=r
We say that g is of exponential type 6 if log M(r) lim 1 i6 (6 <00). r-00 r Let Bg be the class of all entire functions g of exponential type 6 , bounded on the real axis, that is sup I g(x)| < oo .
-<jo <X<oo
Denote by B^ (O^p^oo) the class of all these g e Bg for which ||g| p <oo»
In the case 0<p<p'<oo f for each g e Bg and even m ^ p, the estimate llsL^y^'lMI; holds. Therefore B e " c B* <. where CMk) (j=1,2) mean some positive numbers depending u only on k.
Aa the main results, we obtain here the analogues of (1*1) and (1.2) for functions f e L p (0<p<l Consider an arbitrary function g e Bg. Lemma 2.1. Suppose that r is a positive integer, r > 2. Then, for all real, x,
In the case t fc ^ x, the corresponding quotients occuring in this sum can be treated as 1* Proof. The entire function 
Now, it is enough to observe that
If r is-a positive integer, then
,r+1 k for all real x. P r.0 of . We may suppose that r ^ 2 (for the case r = 1 see [7] , p.216).
Consider the function G e B r g defined by the formula
It is easily seen,
In view of the Paley and '.Viener theorem, r6
-r 6 n with a certain </>eL (y(tj =0 outside <-r6,r5> Suppose that 0<5<a/6, where a is a positive constant. Then
Proof. As is well-known, for each real x and h, 00 \ 1
In view of tne Bernstein inequality in L -metric, the last series converges absolutely and uniformly in x. Therefore, by Levi's theorem, f
Assuming that |6h| ^ oc and applying Proposition 3.1, we obtain 00 00 Indeed, applying (3.1) to the difference §(x) =a£~1 g(x) |h| gct/6),
and our estimate is now evident.
4. analogies of the Storozhenko and Osv;ald auxiliar? results Let f be a complex-valued function having the power |f|P (O < p <1J Lebesgue-integrable over the finite interval <a,b>. Denote by a l6ebraic polynomials, vith complex coefficients, of the degree k-1 at most, rite
for every a e <0, , = (b-a)/n, and
where the infimum is taken over all these polynomials ^"-j* Assuming that n > 2k, we have
Given two positive numbers 6 and p,, let us consider the collection Z^g of all complex-valued functions f e L p (-oo,oo) such that (4.2) <fU) = Pk_1>(i(x) if x yL^x <x yi+1 (¿4-°»±1»±2t..J.)f where -mean algebraic polynomials of degree not exceeding k-1 > 0 and x^ = x^ g = p/6. These piecewise-polynomial functions tp are bounded and Lebesgue-integrable over the interval (-00,00) (see [7] , p.251 and [6] ,, p.899).
We shall present two basic estimates needed in the sequel (cf.
[fi], p.892-97). Proposition 4.1. Suppose that fe L p ( -00,00), 0 < p < 1. Then
? eZ l,6 P Proof. By (4.1), for every integer n > 2k,
Taking n = 2k+1, we easily get the desired inequality (see Section 1). Lemma 4.2. Let f e z£ P g , where k^ 2, 0 <6 <w , 0 <p <1, and let '
• Collecting the results of 1°-3°, we obtain 8g(t) > 1 where j -= 1,2,...,r-1. Evidently,
Sg (t) < 5g (t) (-•«» <t <»],
In view of (4.4), for each real x and t, 5g (t) ^5g (x, (t).
Let us pat = O; suppose that
Then, for ¡J. = 0,+1,+2,...,
Thus, this function 5g has the properties described in our assertion.
A theorem of the Jackson type
Given an arbitrary p e (0,1 ) and positive integers k, r satisfying the condition 2rip > k+1, consider the entire functions
««<•> • (^T -«•»> -s i-i» k -n(i) *6(l).

9=1
with a positive parameter 6 . It is known that
«6»
G 6 e B 6,P* Putting f 6 = J 6 6 (t) dt,
-eg let us introduce in the class g, defined in Section 4, the linear operator 
In view of the inequality concerning the norms of algebraic polynomials ( [7] , p.251; see also [6] , p.899), we have
<fi=0, ± 1, ± 2,...).
Further, it can easily be observed that
i.e.
the same estimate for R 1 remains valid. Therefore, r» '
and this implies OO op j |JvUjf)| p dx <CC10(P,k,6,r). ^2 r P J jy(u)| p du<oo.
Observing that
we conclude our argumentation. Theorem 5.2. Suppose that f e L p , 0 < p < 1. Then, for each positive integer k and 6 > 0,
For each real x and f e (k > 2), 
Further, by the basic properties of u> k (see Section 1) and Lemma 4.2, Thus, the proof is completed (cf. Theorem 3.3 of [3] ). Corollary 6.2.
If f e L p (-oo,oo), then for each positive integer k and 6 ^ 6 Q > 0
Given an arbitrary we choose the positive integer n such that By Theorem 6.1, n 6 Q < 6 < (n+1) 6 Q . •
^(i»
and the result follows.
[6/6 0 ]
Inequalities concerning the interpolating paranorms Consider an arbitrary entire function g of exponential type 6>o, belonging to the class I|P (-oo,©o) . Suppose that h is a positive fixed number, and write vj = j h (j=0,+1J.
-177 - Proof. Let be as in Section 2; write s fc = = t^ -x. Suppose that r is the least positive integer satisfying the condition rp > 2. 
